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Children 
growing up in 

a “smart” 
society

In the UK, 
• 52% of 3-4yo go online, for 

nearly 9h a week 
• 44% 5-10yo have been provided 

with their own tablets

Source: ‘Children and Parents: Media Use and Attitudes Report’, Ofcom, 29 November 2018



“9 in 10 Google Play Store 
apps are sending data to 
Google”

“participants demanded more 
control and transparency”

Financial Times: https://ig.ft.com/mobile-app-data-trackers/. 
Binns et al. “Measuring third party tracker power across web and mobile”. TOIT. 18 (4) p52.

https://ig.ft.com/mobile-app-data-trackers/


Family apps are amongst the top associated with distinct trackers

"Third party tracking in the mobile ecosystem." Proc. of the 10th Web Science, 2018.



Parents’ concerns and mediation strategiesData tracking and surveillance raise less widely known privacy concerns

“detailed information from 
the player’s actions within the 
game world … may be 
analysed to create in-depth 
profiles of a player’s cognitive 
abilities and personality”



Parents’ concerns and mediation strategiesHCI Research of children under 11



The open 
challenge

• How do children describe privacy 
risks

• How do children cope with different 
types of privacy risks



Theory I: Inspiration

Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal 
Development (ZPD), motivating 
us to focus on children’s current 
knowledge and ability

“Start from what learners can do 
independently to what can be achieved by 
through guidance by a skilled partner”

Seth Chaiklin. 2003. The zone of proximal development in Vygotsky’s 
analysis of learning and instruction. Vygotsky’s educational theory in 
cultural context 1 (2003), 39–64. 



Theory II: Data Analysis

Nissenbaum’s Contextual Integrity 
framework, guiding our unpacking of 
children’s knowledge

• Attributes: the types of information being 
transmitted, such as personal information, etc. 

• Contexts: the situation or scenario to which the 
social norms may be applied. 

• Actors: the entities involved in the information 
transmission, which can be the subject, sender or 
recipient of the information. 

• Transmission principles: the way information is 
transmitted from the sender of information to the 
recipients, such as unidirectional or bidirectional 
etc.



Methodology --- data collection

• Focus groups with children aged 6-10

1. Warm-up discussions (10’)

2. Discussion of use of tablets at home and 
what they enjoy (10’)

3. Discussions of 3 hypothetical scenarios 
(story cards) (20’), broken into groups 
and facilitated by one facilitator



(a) Auto play (b) in-app pop-ups (c) Data track associated 
with their favorite app

Bertie: an 8-yo koala bear who likes playing tablets





Participants 
Information

• 29 participant children, including 14 boys and 15 girls, with 
an average age of 8.5 (range = 6-10, s.d. = 1.4). 

• 12 focus group and the group size varied between 2 and 4, 
with an average group size of 2.4. 



Methodology --- data analysis

• Thematic data analysis
• Independently coded half of the 

transcriptions by three researchers
• Discussed and consolidated the initial code 

book
• Finished coding the rest of the 

transcriptions
• Validated coding reliability with Fleiss’ 

kappa (0.83) 



Data themes --- Risk recognition
Top code Example quotes
Age appropriateness “... things for adult”
Content appropriateness “… the video is too scary”
Information oversharing “I don't want everyone to know who I am and everything”
Stranger danger “… you just type and don't let others listen to your voice, 

so can't find you easily”
Hacking danger c6: Because it's probably just trying to hack you. 

c6: Like getting into your account and your mom’s or dad's.
Online baiting “Cause my sister did it, and it cost quite a lot of money. It 

doesn't say if it cost money”
Recommendations R: Does anyone know why the video started? 

C12: …because they want you to watch it



Data themes --- Risk coping

Top code Example quotes

By myself “I'll delete the game. Because I don’t want people coming in”
Ask for help ”Well if you don’t know then you need to tell your parents”

Following rules “My mom said you can but only add the people you know, 
cousins or friends.”

Familiarity overriding 
rules

“If I watched that video before. If I don't know which Youtuber, I 
will not watch it.”

Play-and-see “Because I play it all the time and nothing has happened to me”



Methodology --- data analysis round 2

• Applying the CI framework
• Attributes
• Actors
• Context
• Information Transmission



Risk recognition and the CI framework
Attributes
Actors
Context
Information Transmission

“Because it's probably just trying to hack you. Like getting into your 
account and your mom’s or dad’s.”

• Privacy context according to the child: someone trying to get into your account
• Actual privacy context: tracking of your data with gaining your consent

• Risk comprehension: children struggled to pinpoint who or describe 
their attributes



Children’s ability to describe risks
When risks are recognized or not Risk scenarios Words -- examples

Risk recognized
Inappropriate content Weird things
Stranger danger strangers
Personal information oversharing Personal information

Risks vaguely recognized

Online promotions Channel people, app developers, 
get more subscribers

Pop-ups (Hacking danger) Hacking (as stealing from your 
house)

Data tracking (Hacking danger)

Hacking (as tracking your 
information)

Hacking (as try and find you, find 
your location, know more about 
what’s happening in this country )

Risks not recognized Online promotions
Online baiting

scary, angry, upset, annoying, 
surprised 



Children’s ability to cope with risks

When risks are recognized or not Risk scenarios Children’s risk coping strategies 

Risk recognized
Inappropriate content Ask for help
Stranger danger Stop
Personal information oversharing Stop oversharing

Risks vaguely recognized

Online promotions It’s ok, let’s play
Pop-ups (hacking danger) Stop

Ask for help

Data tracking (hacking danger)
Stop
Ask for help

Risks not recognized Online promotions (new videos)
Online baiting (YouTuber/games) it’s ok, let’s play



- Children care very much about their online privacy and 
they have a good understanding of certain privacy risks

- Children may not fully comprehending the risks even 
though they applied good coping strategies, which 
should key scaffolding points

Recap of Key findings



Future Work and Limitations
• Interaction with more diverse study populations

• Children from disadvantaged background
• Children from a different cultural background

• Following up and gaining deeper understandings
• Hacking
• YouTube video promotions

• Tool development and assessment
• Support active mediations of parents and educators

• Contribute to policy development
• Children’s best interest is not protected
• Children felt “annoyed”, “surprised” or “angry” when they are coerced
• Transparency and control is desired
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